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TW Professional Services 
 
Need some professional help? 
 
 

Chad Dick (BSc, PhD, Dip Edit), author and editor based in the Bay of 
Plenty. 
 
Provides: manuscript assessment, editing, proofreading, ghost-writing, 
document preparation, fiction, non-fiction, technical, scientific and 
business manuscripts of any length. Prompt and friendly service. 

 
In addition to a Diploma in Proofreading and Editing, Chad has extensive experience as an 
editor, including six years as editor of a scientific journal, and has written numerous papers, 
reviews, reports, articles and stories. He now writes and edits mostly fiction, but is also 
happy to work with non-fiction. 
 
Rates are negotiable, depending on word count, topic and complexity, and client 
requirements. References are available. 
 
Contact:  Phone: 07 549 3085; Mobile: 0273 59 69 81; Email: chad@100percentproof.co.nz 
 
 
 

Jenny Argante is registered with the New Zealand Society of Authors as 
a manuscript reviewer and assessor. 
 
She also contributes to their mentorship programmes, and has been a 
professional editor for over twenty years. 
 
Jenny is also available every first Saturday of the month 10am – 4pm 
for a free drop in session on Bringing Out the Book in You. You can also 

request the following free PDFs from Jenny – Constructive Editing: a Writer’s Guide; I as in 
Identity: Writing Based on Personal & Family History;  Korero Purakau: The Art of 
Storytelling and Rhythm and Rhyme (on becoming a poet.) 
 
Contact: Phone: 07 777 0212, txt 022 053 48 68; Email wordwizard41@xtra.co.nz. 
 

 
Lee Murray, award-winning writer and editor 
 
For: editing, story critique, manuscript assessment/appraisal, and 
ghostwriting. Prefer fiction projects. Rates vary according to word-
count and client requirements but are typically in line with NZSA 
recommendations. References are available. 

 
Contact: Email leekiwi@gmail.com; www.leemurray.info  
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Jan Goldie - writer, editor, manuscript feedback 
 
A marketing, communications and content writer with many 
years experience working with a diverse range of business and 
community groups, I’m a big fan of hitting the nail on the head 
when it comes to using social media, blogs, websites and email 

communication to connect with your potential clients.  
She is a children’s fiction writer - see www.jangoldie.com 
Jan offers manuscript assessment and ‘big picture’ feedback on work in progress.  
 
Contact:  shellbewrite@gmail.com or 027 575 9881 
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